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I. Introduction 

             The idea of I convergence is based on the notion of the ideal I  of subsets of N , the set of natural 

numbers. The notion of ideal convergence for single sequences was introduced first by P.Kostyrko et al [11, 12] 

as an interesting generalization of statistical convergence. F.Nuray and Ruckle [14] independently introduced 

the same concept as the name generalized statistical convergence.  

            The concept of a double sequence was initially introduced by Pringsheim [16] in the 1900s and this 

concept has been studied by many others. A double sequence of real (or complex) numbers is a function from  

NN   to F (where F= R or C) and we denote a double sequence as )( ijx  where the two subscripts run 

through the sequence of Natural numbers independent of each other. P.Das et al [4] introduced the concept of 

I convergence of double sequences in a metric space and studied some properties. Also, Pratulananda Das 

and Prasanta Malik [15] defined the concept of I limit points, I cluster points, I limit superior and 

I limit inferior of double sequences. Balakrishna Tripathy, Binod Chandra Tripathy [3] introduced the notion 

of I convergence and I Cauchy double sequences and many others discussed the properties of 

I convergence, I convergence for double sequences and I Cauchy double sequences (see ([5], [6], 

[25], for more details). 

             The concept of linear 2-normed spaces has been investigated by Gähler in 1965 [7] and has been 

developed extensively in different subjects by others [9, 10, 17].  A.Sahiner et al [20] introduced I cluster 

points of convergent sequences in 2-normed linear spaces and Gurdal [8] investigated the relation between 

I cluster points and ordinary limit points of sequences in 2-normed spaces. The concept of I convergence 

for the double sequences in 2-normed spaces introduced by Saeed Sarabadan and Sorayya Talebi [19]. Saeed 

Sarabadan, Fatemeh Amoee Arani and Siamak Khalehoghli [18] obtained Condition for the equivalence of I and 

I*-convergence for double sequences in 2-normed spaces. 

Mehmet Acikgoz [13] introduced a very understandable and readable connection between the concepts 

in p-adic numbers, p-adic analysis and linear 2-normed spaces. B.Surender Reddy [21] introduced some 

properties of p-adic linear 2-normed spaces and obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for p-adic 2-norms 

to be equivalent on p-adic linear 2-normed spaces. Recently B.Surender Reddy and D.Shankaraiah [22, 23, 24] 

introduced I convergence, I convergence of sequences, I Cauchy, I Cauchy sequences and their 

properties in p-adic linear 2-normed spaces and also introduced ideal convergence of double sequences in p-adic 

linear 2-normed spaces. 

The main aim of this paper is we introduce the concept of 

2I convergence of double sequences 

which is closely related to 2I convergence of double sequences and the concepts 2I Cauchy double 

sequence and 

2I Cauchy double sequence in p -adic linear 2-normed space )),(,( pNX  . Also we 

investigate the relation between these concepts in p -adic linear 2-normed spaces. 
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II. Preliminaries 

In this paper, we will use the notations;  p for a prime number, Z - the ring of rational integers, 
 - the 

positive integers, Q - the field of rational numbers, R - the field of real numbers, R
- the positive real 

numbers, pZ  - the ring of p-adic rational integers, pQ  - the field of p-adic rational numbers, C - the field of 

complex numbers and pC - the p-adic completion of the algebraic closure of pQ .  

 

Definition 2.1: A double sequence )( ijxx  is said to be convergent to a number   in the Pringsheim’s sense 

if for each 0 there exists a positive integer m such that | |ijx     whenever mji , .Then the number 

  is called the Pringsheim limit of the sequence x and we write as 


ij
ji

xP
,
lim . 

Definition 2.2: A double sequence )( ijxx  is said to be Cauchy sequence if for each 0  there exists a 

positive integer 0n  such that  || mnij xx for every 0nmi   and 0nnj  . 

 

Definition 2.3: A double sequence )( ijxx  is said to be bounded if there exists a real number 0M  such 

that Mxij ||  for each i  and j . 

 

Definition 2.4: Let NNK   and },;),(:),{(),( njmiKjijinmK  . If the sequence 









mn

nmK ),(
 has a limit in Pringsheim’s sense then we say that K has a double natural density and it is denoted 

as )(
),(

lim 2
,

K
mn

nmK

nm



. 

 

Definition 2.5: A double sequence )( ijxx   is said to be statistically convergent to a number   if for each 

0 , the set }|:|),{()(   ijxNNjiA  has double natural density zero. If  )( ijxx   is 

statistically convergent to   then we write 


ij
ji

xSt
,
lim . 

 

Definition 2.6: Let 2I  be an ideal in NN  . A double sequence )( ijxx   is said to be 2I convergent to L 

in Pringsheim’s sense if for each 0 , the set 2}|:|),{( ILxNNji
ji    and L is called 

2I limit of )( ijxx   and we write LxI ij
ji


,

2 lim . 

 

Definition 2.7: A double sequence )( ijxx   is said to be *

2I convergent to   if there exists a set 

)(,.......}3,2,1,:),{( 2IFjijiM  ))(,.( 2IMNNei   such that 


ij
ji

x
,
lim  and   is 

called *

2I limit of )( ijxx   and we write  ijxI lim*

2 . 

 

Definition 2.8: A double sequence )( ijxx   is 2I convergent to zero in Pringsheim’s sense is called 

2I null double sequence in Pringsheim’s sense. 

 

Definition 2.9: Let X be a linear space of dimension greater than 1 over K, where K is the real or complex 

numbers field. Suppose ),( N  be a non-negative real valued function on XX   satisfying the following 

conditions: 

)2( 1N  : 0),( yxN  and 0),( yxN  if and only if x and y are linearly dependent vectors, 
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)2( 2N  : ),(),( xyNyxN   for all Xyx , ,   

)2( 3N  : ),(),( yxNyxN    for all K  and ,x y X , 

)2( 4N  : ),(),(),( zyNzxNzyxN   for all , ,x y z X . 

Then ),( N  is called a 2-norm on X and the pair )),(,( NX  is called a linear 2-normed space.  

 

Definition 2.10: Suppose a mapping RXXXd p : on a non-empty set X satisfying the following 

conditions, for all Xzyx ,,  

)1D  For any two different elements x and y in X there is an element z in X such that 0),,( zyxd p .        

)2D 0),,( zyxd p  when two of three elements are equal. 

)3D ),,(),,(),,( xzydyzxdzyxd ppp  .  

)4D ),,(),,(),,(),,( zywdzwxdwyxdzyxd pppp   for any w  in X . Then pd  is called p-adic 

2-metric on X  and the pair (X, pd ) is called p-adic 2-metric space. If p-adic 2-metric also satisfies the 

condition )},,(),,,(),,,(max{),,( zwydzwxdwyxdzyxd pppp   for Xwzyx ,,, , then pd is called 

a p-adic ultra 2-metric and the pair ),( pdX  is called a p-adic ultra 2-metric space.  

 

Definition 2.11: Let X be a linear space of dimension greater than 1 over K, where K is the real or complex 

numbers field. Suppose ( , ) pN    be a non-negative real valued function on X X  satisfying the following 

conditions: 

)2( 1pN   : ( , ) 0pN x z   if and only if x and z are linearly dependent vectors. 

)2( 2pN  : ( , ) ( , ) . ( , )p p pN xy z N x z N y z  for all , ,x y z X , 

)2( 3pN  : ( , ) ( , ) ( , )p p pN x y z N x z N y z    for all , ,x y z X ,  

)2( 4pN  :  pzxN ),( ( , ) pN x z  for all K  and Xzx , . 

Then ( , ) pN    is called a p-adic 2-norm on X and the pair ( , ( , ) )pX N    is called  p-adic linear 2-normed 

space.  

    For every p-adic linear 2-normed space )),(,( pNX   the function defined on XXX   by 

pp zyzxNzyxd ),(),,(   is a p-adic 2-metric. Thus every p-adic linear 2-normed space 

)),(,( pNX   will be considered to be a  p-adic 2-metric space with this 2-metric.  A double sequence )( ijx  

of p-adic 2-metric space ),( pdX  converges to Xx  in p-adic 2-metric if for every 0 , there is an 

1l such that  pijijp zxzxNzxxd ),(),,(  for every lji , . For the given two double 

sequences of p-adic 2-metric space ),( pdX  which are )( ijx  and )( ijy  converges to Xyx ,  in the p-adic 

2-metric space respectively, then the double sequence of sums ijij yx   and the product ijij yx  converges to 

the sum yx  and to the product xy  of the limits of initial double sequences.  

 A double sequence )( ijx  of p-adic 2-metric space ),( pdX  is a Cauchy double sequence with respect to the p-

adic 2-metric if for each 0 , there is an 1l  such that  pmnijmnijp zxzxNzxxd ),(),,( ,   

for every lmi  , lnj  . 

Definition 2.12: A double sequence )( ijxx   in a p adic linear 2-normed space )),(,( pNX   is said to 

be convergent to Xl  if for each 0 there exists Nm  such that  pij zlxN ),(  for each 
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mji ,  and for each Xz . If )( ijxx   is convergent to l  then we write lxij
ji


,

lim  or 

lx XpN

ij  
 ]),([

. 

 

Definition 2.13: A double sequence )( ijxx   in a p adic linear 2-normed space )),(,( pNX   is said to 

be bounded if for each non zero Xz  and for all Nji ,  there exists 0M  such that MzxN pij ),( . 

Note that a convergent double sequence need not be bounded. 

 

Definition 2.14: A double sequence )( ijxx   in a p adic linear 2-normed space )),(,( pNX   is said to 

be Cauchy double sequence if for each 0  there exists a positive integer 0n  such that 

 pmnij zxxN ),(  for every 0nmi   and 0nnj  . 

A p-adic linear 2-normed space ( , ( , ) )pX N    is called complete if every Cauchy sequence is 

convergent in p-adic linear 2-normed space. A p-adic linear 2-normed space ( , ( , ) )pX N    is called p-adic 2-

Banach space if  p-adic linear 2-normed space is complete. 

 

Proposition 2.15: If a double sequence }{ ijx  in a p-adic linear 2-normed space pNX ),(,(  )  is convergent 

to Xx , then ppij
ji

zxNzxN ),(),(lim
,




 for each  zX. 

 

Proposition 2.16: If pij
ji

zxN ),(lim
, 

 exists then we say that )( ijx  is a Cauchy sequence with respect to 

( , ) pN   . 

Proof: Let us suppose that xzxN pij
ji




),(lim
,

. Then we can obtain a constant 1M  such that 1, Mji   

  
2

),(


 pij zxxN . If  1,,, Mnmji   then 
2

),(


 pij zxxN  and
2

),(


 pmn zxxN , hence 

by using the triangle inequality, we have pmnijpmnij zxxxxNzxxN ),(),(   





22
),(),( pmnpij zxxNzxxN . 

)( ijx   is a Cauchy sequence with respect to ( , ) pN   . 

 

III. Main Results 

In this section, we introduce the concept of 

2I convergence of double sequences which is closely 

related to 2I convergence of double sequences in p-adic linear 2-normed space ( pNX ),(,  ) and we 

introduce the concepts 2I Cauchy double sequence and 

2I Cauchy double sequence in p -adic linear 2-

normed space ( pNX ),(,  ). Also we investigate the relation between these concepts in p -adic linear 2-

normed spaces.  

 

A family of sets 
YI 2 (power sets ofY ) is said to be an ideal if I , I  is additive i.e., 

IBA ,  IBA   and hereditary i.e., IA , AB   IB .  

 

A non empty family of sets 
YF 2  is a filter on Y  if and only if F , FBA   for 

each FBA , , and any subset of an element of F  is in F . An ideal I is called non-trivial if 

I and IY  . Clearly I  is a non-trivial ideal if and only if )(IFF  }:{ IAAY   is a filter in 
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Y , called the filter associated with the ideal I .  A non-trivial ideal I  is called admissible if and only if 

  IYnn :}{ . 

 

 An admissible ideal 
YI 2 is said to have the property (AP) if for any sequence  ,...,, 321 AAA  of 

mutually disjoint sets of I  there is a sequence  ,...,, 321 BBB  of sets such that each symmetric 

difference ii BA  , ....,3,2,1i  is finite and IBB i
i




1
.  

  In order to distinguish between the ideals of N and NN  we shall denote the ideals of N by I and 

ideals of NN   by 2I . In general, there is no connection between I and 2I  . 

            A non trivial ideal 2I  in NN   is called strongly admissible if Ni }{  and }{iN   belong to 2I  

for each Ni . It is clear that a strongly admissible ideal is admissible also. 

 

            Let })(),()(,)()((:{0 ANNjiAmjiNAmNNAI  . Then 0I  is a non 

trivial strongly admissible ideal and 2I  is strongly admissible if and only if 20 II  . 
NNI  22  is a non 

trivial ideal if and only if the class }:){()( 2IAANNIFF   is a filter in NN  . 

 

            An admissible ideal 
NNI  22  satisfies the condition )( 2AP  if for each countable family of disjoint 

sets  ,...,, 321 AAA  belongs to 2I  , there exists a countable family of sets  ,...,, 321 BBB  such that jj BA   

is included in the finite union of  rows and columns in NN   for each Nj  and 2
1

IBB j
j






 ( hence 

2IB j   for each Nj ).   

 

Definition 3.1: A double sequence )( ijxx   in a p adic linear 2-normed space )),(,( pNX   is said to be 

2I convergent to Xl  if for each 0  and non zero Xz , the set 

2}),(:),{()( IzlxNNNjiA pij    and l  is called the 2I limit of the 

sequence )( ijxx  . 

If )( ijxx   is 2I convergent to l , then we write lxI ij
ji


,

2 lim  or 0),(lim
,

2 


pij
ji

zlxNI   or  

ppij
ji

zlNzxNI ),(),(lim
,

2 


 for each non zero Xz . 

 

            Now introducing the definition of 

2I convergence for double sequence )( ijxx   which is closely 

related to 2I convergence of double sequence )( ijxx   in a p adic linear 2-normed space as follows. 

 

Definition 3.2: A double sequence )( ijxx   in a p adic linear 2-normed space )),(,( pNX   is said to be 



2I convergent to Xl  if there exists a set )( 2IFM   ( 2)(.,. IMNNei  ) such that 

lxij
ji


,

lim for Mji ),(  and l  is called the 

2I limit of the sequence )( ijxx  .  

If  )( ijxx   is 

2I convergent to l , then we write lxI ij
ji






,
2 lim  or 0),(lim

,
2 





pij
ji

zlxNI  or 

ppij
ji

zlNzxNI ),(),(lim
,

2 



 for each non zero Xz . 
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Lemma 3.3: Let 


1}{ iiP  be a countable collection of subsets of  NN   such that )(}{ 21 IFP ii 

  for 

each i , where )( 2IF  is a filter associated with a strongly admissible ideal 2I  with property  (AP 2 ). Then 

there is a set NNP   such that )( 2IFP  and the set iPP    is finite for all i . 

 

Lemma 3.4: Let 
NNI  22  be a strongly admissible ideal and )),(,( pNX   be a p adic linear 2-

normed space. If lxI ij
ji






,
2 lim , then lxI ij

ji


,
2 lim  for each non zero Xz . 

Proof: Suppose lxI ij
ji






,
2 lim . Then there exists 2IH   such that for )()( 2IFHNNM    

we have 

lxij
ji


,

lim , Mji ),( ,    for each non zero Xz                                                                                    (3.5)    

Let 0 . By virtue of equation (3.5) there exists a positive integer 1n  such that  pij zlxN ),(  for 

every Mji ),(  with 1, nji  . 

Let }1,......,3,2,1{ 1  nA , }),(:),{(  pij zlxNMjiB .Then it is clear that 

)()( ANNAB    and therefore 2IB . Obviously the set  

HBzlxNNNji pij  }),(:),{(   and therefore the set  

2}),(:),{( IzlxNNNji pij    for each non zero Xz . This implies that lxI ij
ji


,

2 lim  , 

for each non zero Xz . 

 

Theorem 3.6:  Let 
NNI  22  be a strongly admissible ideal with property )( 2AP  and )),(,( pNX   be a 

p adic linear 2-normed space. Then for an arbitrary double sequence )( ijxx   of elements of X , if 

lxI ij
ji


,

2 lim  then lxI ij
ji






,
2 lim . 

Proof: Suppose that lxI ij
ji


,

2 lim . Then for any 0  and non zero Xz , 

2}),(:),{()( IzlxNNNjiA pij   .  

Now put }1),(:),{(1  pij zlxNNNjiA  and  












1

1
),(

1
:),(

k
zlxN

k
NNjiA pijk  for 2k  and for each non zero Xz . It is clear 

that nm AA   for nm   and 2IAm   for each Nm . By virtue of )( 2AP  there exists a countable 

family of sets  ,...,, 321 BBB  such that mm BA  is a included in finite union of rows and columns in NN   

for each Nm  and 2
1

IBB m
m






 . Put BNNM  )(  and to prove the theorem it is sufficient to 

prove that lxij
ji


,

lim for Mji ),(  . 

Let 0  . Choose Nk   such that 
k

1
. Then we have  


k

m

mpij AzlxNNNji
1

}),(:),{(


                                                                                          (3.7) 

Since mm BA  , km ,.....,3,2,1  is a finite set, there exists Nn 0  such that 

 0

1

,:),( njijiB
k

m

m 










 =  0

1

,:),( njijiA
k

m

m 










 . If 0, nji   and Mji ),( , 
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then Bji ),( . This implies that m

k

m

Bji
1

),(


   and therefore m

k

m

Aji
1

),(


  . Hence for every 0, nji   

and Mji ),( , we have by equation (3.7),  pij zlxN ),(  , for each Xz . 

lxij
ji


,

lim ,  for Mji ),( . 

Thus lxI ij
ji






,
2 lim . 

 

           From the Lemma (3.4) and Theorem (3.6) we obtain the following Lemma which gives the equivalence 

between 2I -convergence and 

2I convergence in p adic linear 2-normed spaces. 

 

Lemma 3.8:  Let 
NNI  22  be a strongly admissible ideal with the property )( 2AP  and )),(,( pNX   be 

a p adic linear 2-normed space. Then a double sequence in X  is 2I -convergent to l  in X  if and only if it 

is 

2I convergent to l  in X . 

 

Definition 3.9: Let )),(,( pNX   be a p adic linear 2-normed space and Xx . Then x  is called 

accumulation point of X  if there exists a sequence )( kx  of distinct elements of X  such that xxk   for any 

k   and xx pN

n  
 ),(

. 

 

Theorem 3.10: Let 
NNI  22  be a strongly admissible ideal and )),(,( pNX   be a p adic linear 2-

normed space. If X  has at least one accumulation point for any arbitrary double sequence )( ijxx   in X  

and for each Xa , axI ij
ji


,

2 lim   implies axI ij
ji






,
2 lim , then 2I  has the property )( 2AP . 

Proof: Suppose that Xa  is accumulation point of X . Then there is a sequence )( kb  of distinct elements 

of X  such that abk   for any k  , and ab pN

k  
 ),(

. 

Put pk

z

k zabN ),()(   for Nk  . Let  
NjjA


 be a disjoint family of non empty sets from 2I . Define a 

sequence )( mnx  for all Xz  such that  

(i) . jmn bx    if jAnm ),(  and  

(ii) . axmn     if jAnm ),(   for any j . 

Let 0  be given and Xz 0 . Choose Nk   such that  
)( 0z

k . Then we have  

kpmn

z
AAAzaxNnmA  .......}),(:),{()( 210

0   . Hence 2)(0 IA
z

  and  so 

axI mn
nm


,

2 lim . 

By virtue of our assumption, we have axI mn
nm






,
2 lim . Hence there exists a set 2IB  such that 

)()( 2IFBNNM   and Mnmaxmn
nm




),(,lim
,

                                                               (3.11) 

Let BAB jj   for Nj . Then 2IB j   for each Nj  and BABB
j j

jj 























 
1 1

 and so 

2

1

IB
j

j 




 , fix Nj . 
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If MA j   is not included in the finite union of rows and columns in NN  , then M  must contain an 

infinite sequence of elements ),( kk nm  and abx jnm
nm kk

kk


,

lim  for all Nk  , which contradicts 

equation (3.11). Hence MA j   must be contained in the finite union of rows and columns in NN   . Thus                   

)()( jjjjjj ABBABA    

               = jj BA    since  jj AB  

               = )( BAA jj   

                = BA j  = MA j   is also included in the finite union of rows and columns. Thus the ideal 2I  has 

the property )( 2AP . 

 

Definition 3.12: Let 
NNI  22  be a strongly admissible ideal and )),(,( pNX   be a p adic linear 2-

normed space. A double sequence )( ijxx   in X  is said to be 2I Cauchy double sequence in X , if for 

each 0   and non zero Xz , there exists ),( zmm  , Nznn  ),(  such that 

2}),(:),{( IzxxNNNji pmnij   . 

 

Definition 3.13: Let 
NNI  22  be a strongly admissible ideal and )),(,( pNX   be a p adic linear 2-

normed space. A double sequence )( ijxx   in X  is said to be 

2I Cauchy double sequence in X , if for 

each 0   and non zero Xz , there exists a set 2( )M F I 2( . .,H ( ) )i e N N M I     such that 

the double sequence Mnmmnx ),()(  is a Cauchy sequence in X . i.e., 0),(lim
,,,




pmnij
nmji

zxxN  for each  

non zero Xz  and Mnmji ),(),,( . 

 

Theorem 3.14: Let 
NNI  22  be a strongly admissible ideal and )),(,( pNX   be a p adic linear 2-

normed space. If a double sequence )( ijxx   is 

2I Cauchy double sequence in X , then it is 2I Cauchy 

double sequence in X . 

Proof: Suppose )( ijxx   is 

2I Cauchy double sequence a in p adic linear 2-normed 

space )),(,( pNX  . Then there exists a set 2( )M F I 2( . .,H ( ) )i e N N M I     such that 

( , )ij mn pN x x z    for every 0   and for all (i, j),(m,n) ;i, j,m,nM l  and ( ) Nl l   . 

Now }),(:),{()(   pmnij zxxNNNjiA  

  })1,.......,3,2,1{()}1,.....,3,2,1({  lNNlMH                                                       (3.15) 

Since 2I  is a strongly admissible ideal, therefore  

    2})1,.......,3,2,1{()}1,.....,3,2,1({ IlNNlMH   . 

From equation (3.15) and by the definition of ideal, 2( ) IA   .This shows that the double sequence )( ijxx   

is 2I Cauchy double sequence in X . 

            Now we will prove in the following theorem that 

2I convergence implies 2I Cauchy condition in 

p adic linear 2-normed space. 

 

Theorem 3.16: Let 
NNI  22  be a strongly admissible ideal and )),(,( pNX   be a p adic linear 2-

normed space. If a double sequence )( ijx  in X  is 

2I convergent to Xx , then )( ijx  is 2I Cauchy 

double sequence in X . 
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Proof: Suppose a double sequence )( ijx in a p adic linear 2-normed space )),(,( pNX   is 



2I convergent to Xx . Then there exists a set 2( )M F I  

2( . .,H ( ) )i e N N M I     such that Mnmxxmn
nm




),(,lim
,

. It shows that there exists  

)(00 kk    such that  

2
),(


 pmn zxxN  , for every 0  , non zero Xz  and 0, knm                                                   (3.17)    

For Mnmji ),(),,(  and 0,,, knmji  , 

                            pmnijpmnij zxxxxNzxxN ),(),(   

                                                            = pmnij zxxxxN )),()((   

                                                           pmnpij zxxNzxxN ),(),(   

                                                           
22


    ,     by equation (3.17) 

                                                            , for each 0  , non zero Xz  and 0,,, knmji  . 

Therefore  0),(lim
,,,




pmnij
nmji

zxxN  which implies Mjiijx ),()(  is a Cauchy double sequence in X  and 

hence NNnmmnx ),()(  is a 

2I Cauchy double sequence in X . By Theorem (3.14), NNnmmnx ),()(  is a 

2I Cauchy double sequence in X . 

 

         From Theorem (3.16) and Lemma (3.8) we have the following corollary which gives the relation between 

2I  convergence and 2I Cauchy double sequence in a p adic linear 2-normed space  )),(,( pNX   . 

 

Corollary 3.18: Let 
NNI  22  be a strongly admissible ideal with the property )( 2AP  and )),(,( pNX   

be a p adic linear 2-normed space. If a double sequence )( ijx  is 2I  convergent to x  in X , then )( ijx  is 

2I Cauchy double sequence in X . 

 

             Finally, we will give the following Theorem which states the equivalence of 2I Cauchy double 

sequence and 

2I Cauchy double sequence in a p adic linear 2-normed space )),(,( pNX   in the case 

2I  has the property )( 2AP .  

 

Theorem 3.19: Let 
NNI  22  be a strongly admissible ideal with the property )( 2AP  and )),(,( pNX   

be a p adic linear 2-normed space. Then a double sequence )( ijxx   is 2I Cauchy double sequence in 

X  if and only if )( ijxx   is 

2I Cauchy double sequence in X . 

Proof: Suppose a double sequence )( ijxx   is 

2I Cauchy double sequence in a p adic linear 2-normed 

space )),(,( pNX  .Then by Theorem (3.14) , )( ijxx   is 2I Cauchy double sequence in X . 

            Now it is sufficient to prove that, if a double sequence )( ijxx   is 2I Cauchy double sequence 

in X , then it is 

2I Cauchy double sequence in X .Suppose )( ijxx   is 2I Cauchy double sequence 

in X . Then there exists Nnnmm  )(),(   such that  

2}),(:),{()( IzxxNnmA pmnij    for each 0  and  non zero Xz . 
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Let Nk
k

zxxNNNjiP pnmijk kk
 },

1
),(:),{( where )

1
(
k

mmk  , )
1

(
k

nnk  . 

Since 2}
1

),(:),{()( I
k

zxxNNNjiPNNH pnmijkk kk
  for each Nk   and non 

zero Xz , therefore )( 2IFPk  , for each Nk  . 

Since 2I  has the property )( 2AP , then by Lemma (3.3) there exists a set NNP   such that )( 2IFP  

and kPP   is finite for all Nk  . Now we have to show that 0),(lim
,,,




pmnij
nmji

zxxN  , for 

Pnmji ),(),,(  and for each non zero Xz . For this, let 0  and Nl  be such that


2
l .  If 

Pnmji ),(),,( , then lPP   is finite , so there exists )(l   such that lPnmji ),(),,(  for all 

)(,,, lnmji  . Therefore  

l
zxxN pnmij ll

1
),(   and 

l
zxxN pnmmn ll

1
),(    for all )(,,, lnmji   and non zero Xz . 

Now  pmnnmnmijpmnij zxxxxNzxxN
llll

),(),(    

                                          = pnmmnnmij zxxxxN
llll

)),()((   

                                         pnmmnpnmij zxxNzxxN
llll

),(),(   

                                         
lll

211
 , for all )(,,, lnmji   and non zero Xz . 

Hence for each 0  there exists )(   such that for )(,,, nmji  and 

)(),(),,( 2IFPnmji  , we have  pmnij zxxN ),(  for each non zero Xz . This shows that the 

sequence )( ijxx   is 

2I Cauchy double sequence in X . Thus a double sequence )( ijxx   is 

2I Cauchy double sequence in X  if and only if )( ijxx   is 

2I Cauchy double sequence in X . 
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